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News Middleweight group test

If you’re short of arm you’ll find 
the handlebars too far forward 

Suzuki’s sexy, angular looks are  
distinctive rather than aggressive

Twin 310mm discs at the front 
with two-piston calipers

Inline four is a detuned motor 
from Suzuki’s superb GSX-R750

by a bump mid-corner, but quickly 
recovers. On a smooth road it’s stable 
with a lot of feedback.”

Bruce: “Overall the Suzuki’s chassis 
is better than the FZ8 and Z750 and is as 
good as the Street Triple. I’d like to make 
changes to the front pre-load to reduce 
the dive under braking, but as it comes 
it will do for most owners.”

Michael: “The GSR has a nice ride 
quality and gives confidence-inspiring 
handling. Although it has the same tyres 
as the Triumph, the Suzuki’s grip is better 
– maybe the extra weight helps?”

This is not to say the Z750 and FZ8 
are on a different planet. The FZ8 is 
just as stable on country roads as it is 
on the motorway. But that slow, heavy 
steering is a downer because the rider 
needs to be more physical in order to 
make the same moves as the GSR and 
Street Triple.

Kawasaki’s Z750, meanwhile, is tall 
and very neutral steering, which also 
means rolling up your leathers’ sleeves 
to get jiggy. But then the pace is hard 
and furious. At a more leisurely pace 
any of these bikes will deliver a pleasing 
ride, but the GSR and Street Triple take 
things up another level by being able to 
accommodate any of us with sporting 
urges to be exorcised.

Suspension-wise, the Kawasaki is 
set on the firm side, which is great for 
feel. Until, that is, a series of ripples or 
bumps are hit and the shock’s rebound 
gets overwhelmed to leave it pogo-ing 
with a shortage of rebound damping. 
This led to Liam stating the rear shock 
was rubbish by not dealing well with 
bumps at all. Bruce also had an opinion 
about the rear shock: “The Kwak gets a 
bit flighty under acceleration. Maybe 
it’s a bit under-sprung for the bike’s 
weight.”

The FZ8’s suspension was commented 
on but nothing untoward was reported, 

but then nothing outstanding was said 
either. 

Again it was a tie between GSR and 
Street Triple as to which is best. Tri-
umph’s Street Triple got the thumbs up 
simply because its non-adjustable forks 
were fine for most scenarios and the 
Suzuki’s would need its front pre-load 
winding up to lessen the dive from urgent 
late braking. Although mass-produced 
and to a price, both bikes’ rear shocks 
did exactly what was asked of them for 
250 miles without any problem.

The Kawasaki’s engine was tagged 
as ‘peaky’ and ‘involving’. In simple 
terms, it needs to be revved to get pure 
drive that excites. But excite it does in 
a smooth, vibe-free way. Despite this 
the Z750 can be considered a lot more 
tractable than the Yamaha’s sleeved-
down 1000cc FZ1 lump.

If you hadn’t ridden any other large 
capacity bike since passing the bike test 
you’d think the FZ8 engine was wonder-
fully smooth with a forgiving throttle 
especially in the low to mid rev range. 
A bike perfectly suited to ride through 
congestion, in fact. But experienced 
hands will say the FZ8’s lump is remi-
niscent of supersport engines of the late 
’90s where, below 7000rpm, the engine 
is breathless and only comes alive after 
this point on the tacho.

When you have to toe down three gears 
to make a clean overtake at 60mph on an 
A-road it gets frustrating – never mind 
point-and-squirt country B-roads. Even 
short-shifting into top gear at 7500rpm 
equates to a heady 90mph. If Yamaha 
plans to update the FZ8 it could learn 
something about bottom-end drive 
from Triumph and Suzuki.

Even though the Street Triple on this 
test delivered the lowest rear wheel 
torque figure it acts very much like a 
rampant bull when the throttle cable is 
pulled. From controlled throttle response 
to raging, bellowing beast with the front 
wheel in the air in the first two gears, 
the three-pot lump delivers. We know 
it’s been said countless times before but 
the Street Triple’s lump is fabulous. And 
then there’s the Suzuki GSR…

Any engine that can match the Tri-
umph’s triple-cylinder bottom end shunt 
and top end drive has to be awarded a 
medal. Two medals if it’s a four-cylinder 
mill. Three medals if it can actually better 
it. Step forward Mr Suzuki, with your 
chest pumped, for your GSR engine is a 
piece worthy of inclusion in the museum 
of ‘sorted things’.

Picture this: all four bikes are rolling 
along, line abreast at 30mph in second 
gear. Who gets the drop? Surprise, sur-
prise it’s the Suzuki. Once more the same 
test, only this time 60mph in top gear. 
The Triumph grabs two metres and is 
then wee-ed upon by the GSR. We were 
impressed. Even more impressed when 
the Suzuki ran onto a magical top speed 
of 148.91mph.

With the performance testing com-
pleted it was time to go home. Dyno 
testing was on the breakfast menu. Even 
though it was hard to accept, we knew 
then the Suzuki had the better engine in 
every conceivable arena. Blimey, a new 
champion has been found and its name 
is Suzuki GSR750.

mCn’s trevor franklin

Blimey, a new 
champion has 

been found and 
its name is 

Suzuki GSR750

Suzuki’s engine 
defeated the Street 
Triple’s in every area
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PERFORMANCE TEST
 Kawasaki Z750 Yamaha FZ8 Suzuki GSR750 Triumph Street Triple
Top speed:  145.84mph in 40.61secs,  145.65mph in 35.94secs, 148.91mph in 41.02secs, 142.28mph in 31.92secs, 
 2179.12metres 1884.34metres 2272.67metres 1618.99metres
Braking 70-0mph:  3.27secs,  3.17secs,  3.37secs, 3.38secs, 
 50.08metres 47.90 metres 51.25metres 52.08metres
Standing start ¼ mile:  12.17 secs  11.72secs  11.29secs 11.69secs 
 @ 118.93mph @ 121.02mph @ 121.03mph @ 120.93mph
Second gear roll-on,  30-80mph: 4.29secs,  30-80mph: 4.30secs, 30-70mph: 3.89secs, 30-80mph: 4.03secs,  
 105.60metres 105.91metres 95.98metres 100.42metres
Sixth gear roll-on,  40-120mph: 17.06secs,  40-120mph: 17.22secs, 40-120mph: 15.90secs,  40-120mph: 14.38secs,  
 643.91metres 651.41metres 590.51metres 541.35metres
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